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The G
 odzilla film franchise has long been cherished as a comically odd if not ludicrous
cultural icon in the realm of science fiction; however, this representation misses the deep-rooted
significance of the original film and reduces the series from high grade, culturally aware cinema
to trivial “monster movies.” In the words of William Tsutsui, both an Ivy League scholar and a
lifelong Godzilla fan, the original and powerfully meaningful G
 ojira film1 watched as many of
its successors “degenerated into big-time wrestling in seedy latex suits.”2 In spite of its legacy’s
deterioration, however, the initial film retains its integrity and significance. Although the altered
version of the film had significant financial success in the United States, Toho Company’s
Gojira is not widely recognized for its philosophical and cultural significance in this foreign
sphere. To a considerable extent, the American encounter with the film has failed due to nativism
and prejudice, and in the intercultural exchange the film has lost some of its literary depth, as
well as the poignancy in its protest against nuclear proliferation and destructive science in
general.
When G
 ojira was released in 1954, the Japanese audience whom it met was still
traumatized by the brutal incendiary and atomic attacks of World War II, post-war economic
distress, and continuing off-shore nuclear experimentation by the United States. All of these
factors contributed to a national “victim” identity as well as a general sense of crisis among the
struggling citizens.3 What is also significant of these cultural surroundings is that they were
largely caused by an American hand, either directly or indirectly. The atomic bombs dropped on
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki did more than crush buildings and industrial infrastructure, they were
probably the most significant events affecting the Japanese psyche. Along with the earlier
annihilatory fire bombings of Tokyo, they crushed a national spirit with their demoralizing
destructive power.
Director Ishiro Honda’s own World War II military experience in the Japanese Imperial
Army aroused both horror and fascination toward destructive technology and especially the
invisible force of radiation.4 That new and nearly inconceivable force possibly caused the
greatest destruction of all: as film historian and prolific Godzilla writer, David Kalat, states, it
irradiated food sources and killed many civilians even after the war was over as a result of
continued U.S. hydrogen bomb testing near the Bikini Atoll in the southern Pacific Ocean, less
than 3,000 miles from Japan.5 Indeed, the event that inspired the film, and dually serves as its
opening scene, was the D
 aigo Fukuryu Maru (Lucky Dragon Number Five) being showered with
radiation during U.S. bomb tests. The Japanese fishing vessel’s entire crew developed radiation
sickness, one among them eventually dying.6 This context of immediate disaster and general
malaise is the lens in which one must view the G
 ojira film in order to understand its true
meaning beyond its sensational special effects. The overwhelming motivation provided by these
hardships makes clear the ideological drive behind Toho’s production.
Film critics widely agree that Godzilla is a symbol of the atomic bomb, but the true
purpose and message of G
 ojira goes far beyond nuclear representation to specifically broadcast
an international message about Japanese suffering and to generally warn the global community
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against mass destructive technology. Being the only country to have firsthand experience with
the devastating power of the nuclear weapons, Japan was thrust into a unique position in the
debate over nuclear proliferation. In many ways, the G
 ojira production took advantage of this
position to explore mediums of protest, especially in spite of postwar censorship. Even after the
formal end of the American occupation of Japan in 1952, one which imposed strict censorship
laws barring speech against the United States, discomfort and lasting grievances prevented many
from addressing traumatic issues such as the atomic bombs. William Tsutsui reasons that film
was a “safer vehicle” for confronting these national issues than facing them directly in political
speech.7 Akira Takarada, the original film’s lead actor, also asserted that the producers and staff
made the symbolic significance of Godzilla very clear to him: the film was meant as an explicit
warning on the part of the Japanese population against the atomic bomb, “a protest against
nuclear war.”8 This pointed message that guides the film gives it deeper significance than a mere
cinematic spectacle and further communicates its intellectual value.
Anxiety over the atomic bombs, the fallout, and continuing nuclear tests are pervasive
concerns in the film. It depicts a mimicry of the D
 aigo Fukuryu Maru as well as civilians
complaining of atomic aftermath; one woman even directly addresses “Atomic tuna, nuclear
fallout … I barely escaped the atomic bomb in Nagasaki, and now this!”9 The public’s
undisguised agitation conveys its painfully obvious and popular nuclear opposition. Fictionally
renowned paleontologist, Dr. Kyohei Yamane, also directly accredits the creature’s awakening to
American hydrogen bomb testing during a crisis summit on the matter, not to mention the fact
that Godzilla’s destructive breath itself is a focused radioactive beam.
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The film expands its moral scope to lament any future scientific advances with violent
capabilities through the character of Dr. Daisuke Serizawa. Young and brilliant, Serizawa
develops a device that “liquefies” all of the oxygen in a given sample of water, henceforth killing
all life inside. Though obviously unrealistic, this “Oxygen Destroyer” holds greater meaning by
representing scientific advances in general and serves as a primary conflict point in the story.
(See Appendix I.) While the protagonist, Hideto Ogata, seeks to use the invention to destroy
Godzilla for the good of Japan, Serizawa refuses for as long as possible, worried about “what
will become of us if a weapon such as I now have falls into the wrong hands."10 Serizawa
ultimately kills himself in order to protect the secrets of supremely destructive invention and
reasserts the film’s message regarding the danger of weapons of mass destruction. Serizawa’s
final demonstration seals the film’s powerful message and denotes it as the true core of the piece,
rather than a side plot alongside spectacular destruction.
In contrast to the original film’s staunch focus on the negatives of nuclear force and
destructive scientific advancement, the 1956 American reworking, G
 odzilla, King of the
Monsters, favored giant monster action, violence, and a degree of American egotism. The
original G
 ojira did make it to America the year after it was released; however it did so only in
small Japanese language theaters which offered a subtitled, but otherwise unaltered version of
the film.11 The film encountered by most of the American public was an altered version
co-directed by American Terry Morse and the original director, Ishiro Honda. It combined recut
original footage with completely new scenes, a common trend in ensuing Godzilla remakes that
rendered the films unrecognizable and confusing.12 Probably the most blatant discrepancy is the
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addition of the character Steve Martin, an American reporter played by Canadian-American
actor, Raymond Burr. The fact that American filmmakers deemed it necessary for box office
success to incorporate a familiar, caucasian face into the otherwise foreign film, demonstrates
American prejudice and disinterest toward foreign culture.
Robert Dallek argues that “For most Americans, the external world has been a remote,
ill-defined sphere which can be molded into almost anything they wish.”13 In the
“Americanization” of Godzilla, the United States release displaces or even excludes many scenes
and lines from the original that directly criticize American nuclear use. While G
 ojira opened
with its obvious allusion to the D
 aigo Fukuryu Maru tragedy, G
 odzilla instead offers the event
(one that made only small news in the United States)14 only as exposition following the much
more exciting image of Steve Martin awakening to a ruined Tokyo and a receding behemoth
lizard. The film also omits comments regarding radiation, as well as an entire dialogue between
government officials arguing that publicizing any American blame in arousing Godzilla would
hurt Japan’s already fragile western relations.15
In addition to this nuclear omission in the film, the advertising techniques of the films
differed drastically as the Japanese version focused on the human suffering and destruction
caused by the disaster and the American one instead emphasizes the amazing destruction and
spectacle, bereft of emotional meaning. (See Appendix II) Not recognizing this foreign
perspective is both expectable due to Americans’ demonstrated level of nativism16 as well as
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understandable due to the film’s rather anti-American message. (See Appendix III) The remake
does however impressively incorporate Dr. Yamane’s association of American hydrogen bomb
testing with Godzilla as well as Dr. Serizawa’s moral struggle with scientific discovery.
This near miss in recreating the original film’s pointed intent is also reflected in the 2014
American remake of Godzilla as neither truly reaches the point condemning nuclear weapons for
their excessive destruction.17 Indeed, in this most recent adaptation, United States nuclear bomb
tests in the Pacific Ocean are portrayed as an attempt to destroy Godzilla for the good of
mankind. This depiction of Godzilla as an “excuse” for dangerous military experimentation
underplays the destructive nature of the testing and uses it to glorify American altruism rather
than to acknowledge responsibility for the longstanding damage.18 Despite attempts to mimic the
Japanese original, American remakes and adaptations have fallen short of their lofty model.
Perhaps even more representative than American versions of the films is their American
reception, by audiences and critics alike. With a budget of about ¥60 million, G
 ojira made ¥225
million ($2.25 million) in Japan.19 With 9.8 million moviegoers representing 11% of the
Japanese population, the film was an “unprecedented hit.”20 Due to its very limited American
release however, it unsurprisingly drew few crowds across the Pacific. The Americanized
version, on the other hand, made a comparable $2 million in American theaters,21 confirming the
audience’s preference for domestic culture. In spite of this box office success, however,
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American reviews of the film were less favorable. Contemporary film critics almost universally
condemned G
 ojira as shallow and cheap, either disregarding or overlooking both the cultural
symbolism and depth of the films as well as special effects director Eiji Tsuburaya’s innovative
filming techniques. To their discredit, many reviewers even have inaccurate information and
plot summaries concerning different Godzilla movies, such as mistakenly claiming that K
 ing
Kong vs. Godzilla has two separate endings for Japan and the United States or failing to
acknowledge that Godzilla attacks more cities than just Tokyo. This plain inaccuracy
demonstrates that several critics have judged Toho’s films without even having an understanding
or knowledge of them beforehand.22 This prejudice bespeaks the same inability or unwillingness
to accept foreign culture as does the necessity of Americanizing the films for U.S. audiences, and
that closed- mindedness is a fundamental failure of encounter. Even beyond incorrect and
unfounded criticisms, many of the films’ characteristics so mocked by American audiences are
those added by American distribution companies. Poorly dubbed lines by completely unknown
voice actors, added scratchy stock footage, cheap studio sound bites in place of original score,
and confusing, rearranged plotlines are the very characteristics that paint many Godzilla films as
ridiculous; however, none of them are original to the Japanese productions.23 In the case of
Toho’s Godzilla series, misguided and unfair reception led to the failure of intercultural
exchange.
As demonstrated by G
 ojira, some of the most moving and meaningful messages are
conveyed through art, and therefore the transfer and exchange of art is equal to any other
medium of ideological traffic. For this reason, cultural encounter is made all the more important
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so that ideas can spread internationally and be received appropriately. Ideas like nuclear
demilitarization and scientific responsibility are no trifling matters, and, therefore, deserve the
same attention and respect as all issues concerning the global community. In matters of such
import, one cannot afford to be ignorant towards a perspective merely because it is not from a
familiar source or because it does not agree with one’s own, but one sees this unwillingness all
the same. G
 ojira’s message is a strong one, and a wise one at that, but still it was largely
dismissed as an argumentative vehicle. The United States as well as all countries must be more
open-minded to intellectual and ideological perspectives in order to preserve and improve the
world they share.
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Appendix I
Still image from G
 ojira

Dr. Serizawa demonstrates the destructive power of his Oxygen Destroyer to his fiance, Emiko.
After showing her the device’s capability to kill, he acknowledges the grave danger of his
invention falling into the wrong hands and swears Emiko to secrecy about its existence.
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Appendix II
Left:1954 Japanese movie poster for G
 ojira
Right: 1956 American movie poster for G
 odzilla, King of the Monsters

The original Japanese movie poster puts emphasis on the human aspect of Godzilla’s rampage as
it focuses on specific characters experiencing the terror and destruction of the monster. As
analyzed by Cornell University’s “Animal Legends”, the American poster largely dehumanizes
the destruction of Tokyo, depicting a mostly faceless crowd as a footnote to the awesome power
that can “blast a city.” This flagrant difference from the Japanese version marks the lack of
cultural significance in the American version of the film, as its producers and distributors
focused on selling its grand destruction rather than its human meaning.
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Appendix III
Left: Circa 1920 anti-Japanese signage
Right: World War II Dr. Seuss anti-Japanese editorial cartoon

The disproportionate xenophobia and demeaning depictions towards the Japanese before and
during World War II demonstrates the underlying racism that pervaded the United States. Both
private displays predating Japanese aggression (left) and wartime media in national magazines
(right) reflect this racist sentiment.
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